
December News! 

Dear Parents, 

 It’s hard to believe that it’s already December!  December 7th marks the 

middle of second quarter.  Mid-quarter reports will be going home the second week 

of December. Please be looking for these in your students Pegasus flyers and 

return them with a parent signature, if necessary. In addition, this time of year is 

always busy with family vacations and sickness, so please remember to keep 

academics a focal point. 

December is a busy and short month here at Classical. Mr. Fager and myself 

and are in the process of setting the date for the Roman Street Festival. Stay 

tuned for more information! Also December 21st is the last day of school for 2018! 

Students then have off for winter break until Wednesday, January 2nd. Enjoy the 

time off with family and friends ☺  

Please remember to check student’s assignments notebooks and to help 

students review material nightly. We are in the middle of some large units, and it’s 

crucial that students are keeping up to date on all assignments and studying. I have 

noticed that recently students are taking more and more gimmie and partials. With 

the few remaining weeks of December, try to keep up the great work that was 

started from the beginning of the school year! ☺  

English: We are currently reading Christmas Carol.  This unit is vocabulary based, 

but also a very fun book that the students truly enjoy.     

Grammar: We are continuing to work on different types of sentences. We are just 

finishing complex sentences and are transitioning into compound-complex sentences. 

As we finish up our sentence unit, it’s important to study nightly. All these sentences 

will be used in our third quarter research paper; which is quickly approaching! 

History: We are currently studying Ancient Rome. We are just about to wrap this 

unit up and will conclude with the Roman Street Festival right before winter break. 

☺   



Writing: In December we are beginning to combine everything we have been working 

on in lessons 1-3. Students are learning about commonplace essays, along with the 

format writing their own.  

Greek and Latin Roots: Please remember to keep up with the memorization of all 

the roots.  Students are expected to know each root, its’ meaning, an example word, 

and if it is Greek or Latin.  Students need to focus more on correct spellings, so 

please remind your child to be reciting this every night.  

Science: Students are currently studying Plate Tectonics. There are many events 

happening in the news right now regarding earthquakes and volcanoes, so we are 

making many connections to our world today! ☺  

Happy Holidays, 

 

Ms. Elms  

 


